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**e-PHR System Architecture**

- **Data entry**
  - Country A

- **Encryption**

- **Data extraction**

- **Access records**
  - Country B
  - Country C
  - Country D

- **Feedback**

- **Analysis**

- **Authorization**
Frontend: What it looks like
Croatia
Reception centre for Asylum seekers in Zagreb; Dormitory in Karlovac; Dormitory in Rijeka; Dormitory in Ivanec.
National HPs and 2 IOM Mediators.

Cyprus
3 centres under Ministry of Interior and 4 Health Cliniques.
National HPs and 2 Mediators.

Greece
Amaygdaleza pre-removal centre; Eleonas open camp; Chios Island (Accommodation Refugee Shelters); Open Polyclinic MDM Greece (Pireos 33, Omonoia); Psychosocial Department (MDM Greece, Sapfous 12, Omonoia); 4 Accommodation Shelter in Metaxourgeio
2 IOM Mediators and 6 National Mediators.

Italy
E-PHR under other action ATES: “Technical Assistance and support to the local health authority of Syracuse”.

Serbia
Asylum Centre Krnjaca, Belgrade.
National HPs and IOM Mediator.

Slovenia
Asylum Center in Ljubljana – Kotnikova;
Asylum Center Ljubljana – Vič
National HPs and 3 Mediators.
Re-Health outputs